
HOW TO WRITE A GOOD COMMENT ON A SURVEY

Writing good survey questions is key to getting actionable survey responses. both open-ended questions that ask
respondents to add personal comments.

I would never treat my co-workers that way. How likely are you to recommend us to a friend or colleague on a
scale of ? In the Culture Amp platform, we have guides that help you find the micro-cultures in your
organizations â€” e. If you did not subscribe to [publication name] today, what was it that stopped you?
Quantisoft's comprehensive employee surveys assess a broad range of topics, providing detailed quantitative
and qualitative information and a roadmap for achieving breakthrough increases in employee and
organizational performance. The stress, inconsistent communications and extreme workload have caused over
8 people to leave in the 10 months I have been here. Was this help section useful? This is making me think
about starting to look for another job. How satisfied are you with our support? Oracle problems are causing
our company a huge amount of problems, costs solving problems and lost business. Your comments should
pertain to those things that are important to the client you shopped. I would never go to her with a problem
unless I absolutely had to. By mysteryshopping The comments portion of any survey gets all of us at Pinnacle
and our clients very excited. Comments can help add color, or a story to what you may be seeing in the data.
Documented procedures are non-existent. We are being threatened with job loss constantly. Very helpful c. I
also lost one of my biggest customers due to billing problems and very bas field service. I don't think it is out
of not caring, I think it is out of inability to locate the answers to the questions. It asks respondents to assess
two different things at the same time. They are so busy protecting and advancing each other, that when
something goes wrong, they blame us because they weren't there to do their job Make sure you have enough of
your organization represented to be confident in the data. Start with a small question, and build up from there.
The following survey questions can help you get some great testimonials. Always be careful to use the correct
pronouns for all of the employees you encounter. Part of being clear is using conventional grammar and
spelling. I cannot trust my manager to make the right or ethical decision at times. Request a personalized
demo.


